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Fiction Photography Exhibit:  The emphasis of this project is interpretation and creativity!  

 

Create an art exhibit that retells the novel using photos you take and quotes from the Orphan 

Train.  This is storytelling through the lens of your camera.  Select a series of passages from the 

book that are representative of the original story.  Above each passage, paste a photo that helps 

your reader see what the original author conveyed in the text of the book. Sequence of events is 

important to your exhibit.  A viewer should, after looking through your exhibit, know what the 

Orphan Train is about and care about the story. 

 
In other words, analyze the story.  Clearly identify the Beginning of the book by selecting 3 quotes then 

select 3 quotes that represent the Rising Action and that lead to the Climax (which you will also use at 

least 3 quotes to describe.) What is the Resolution and what is the Ending?  Every story has a flow.  Step 

into the original author's intentions to inform and entertain.  You are not trying to literarily capture the 

exact scenes in the book but rather use scenes from your everyday world that seems to say something 

representative of the passages you selected from the book.   

NOTE:  Don't use online photo tools for creating a photo book. This is your creative project with a series 

of pages that put the focus on the passage from the book and your original photo.   Print out your photos 

(photo paper or just use copy paper) , grab a glue stick, color markers, a pair of scissors and get to work 

Take a look at this article from Smithsonian Magazine to see how photography & fiction can blend: 

http://www.smithsonianmag.com/womens-history/eudora-welty-as-photographer-117044298/?no-ist 

Please see the FAQ sheet for the Fiction Photography Exhibit and the rubric for details. For more 

information, contact Diane Smith, Library Director dsmith@fenwick.org 

 

“Perhaps this is our strange and haunting paradox here in America -- that we are fixed 

and certain only when we are in movement. At any rate, that is how it seemed to young 

George Webber, who was never so assured of his purpose as when he was going 

somewhere on a train. And he never had the sense of home so much as when he felt 

that he was going there. It was only when he got there that his homelessness began.”     

― Thomas Wolfe, You Can't Go Home Again     

(This is an example of how a photo expresses the text. Your quotes, of 
course, will be from the Orphan Train.)                                                                      
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